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Abstract: 

Much effort has been spent on the understanding of sustainable strategies such as: 

innovation, recycling, and up-use. However, less effort has been spent on understanding 

Repair as a concept. Yet, how we cater for systems to be open for tinkering, fine-tuning, 

and Repair is crucial for creating resilient societies, and enable participatory and creative 

agencies. Repair is a wide concept and has been appropriated by several disciplines 

besides maintenance, such as: medicine (wounds and cells repair); biology 

(environmental repair); linguistics (dialogue repair); Japanese art (Kintsugi). The paper 

examines how Repair as a philosophic, didactic, and pragmatic construct helps to 

design: objects, buildings, and communities – as a tool for understanding objects and 

society. How Repair is valued directly impacts how we; reiteratively build ongoing 

meaning; view sociotechnological sustainability and navigate varying crises.  

The crises outlined in the symposium call (dementia, sedentary lifestyles, traffic 

congestion, urban pollution, and poor design sanitary systems) all operate on an 

individual, communal, and systemic scale. Inherent in Repair is an intense focus on and 

care of details (part, individual, community) with keen understandings of systems 

(society, LifePlace). The research takes its energy, construct, and examples from a wide 

array of cases of field research conducted by the authors:  

• comprehensive ethnographic global study of artist communities; 

• technosocial study of Brazilian favela; 

• interdisciplinary study toward crisis and resilience planning in the USA 

• diaspora communities (places of departure and the new intermix in the places of 

arrival) 

• slum and informal settlements from hygienic and sanitation needs 

• participatory engagement between agencies, community, and environmental 

service systems 
 

These field studies are, true to the subject matter, interdisciplinary collaged together to 

gain understanding of varying components, relation, and how they may be incorporated 

together in varying scenarios. The outcomes hope to build an ongoing database for 

continued work in these areas.   
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